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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY 

MOFFETT FIELD,. CALIF. 

What Ames Laboratory Is 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory is one of three major research 
establishments operated by the National Advisory Committee for Aero
nautics. Founded in 1915, the NACA is an independent, civilian agency 
of the Federal Government, whose 17 members are appointed by the President 
of the United States and who serve without pay. 

Most of NACA's research is of a fundamental nature: all of it is 
directed toward practical solution of the problems of flight, and much 
of it is focused upon scientific problemso In this manner, the frontiers 
of aeronautical knowledge are being broadened constantlyo NACA does not 
design or build airplanes. However, the scientific information 9btained 
by its engineers and technicians is gathered for the purpose of assisting 
the designers and builders of airplaneso 

To obtain this knowledge, the Committee operates the Ames Laboratory, 
which was established at Moffett Field, near San Francisco, in 1940; the 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory near Hampton, Virginia; and the Lewis 
Flight Propulsion Laboratory at Cleveland, Ohioo The NACA also has field 
stations at Wallops Island, Virginia, where rocket-propelled models are 
studied, and at Edwards Air Force Base, Edwards, California, where transonic 
and supersonic flight research is conducted with such special airplanes as 
the Bell X-1 and X-5, the Douglas Skystreak and Skyrocket, and the 
Northrop X-4. 

What Ames Laboratory Does 

The scientists and technicians of Ames Laboratory are engaged 
primarily in the field of supersonic aerodynamics .- in other words, in a 
continuous search for the wings, bodies, controls, air inlets, and other 
components which will prove the safest and most efficient for airplanes 
flying at and beyond the speed of sound. (Research on the jet and 
rocket engines to power these airplanes of the future is carried on at 
the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory. Work at the Langley Laboratory 
covers aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, structures, stresses, and allied 
fields.) 

Many of the experiments under way at Ames Laboratory (and at the 
other NACA laboratories) are concerned with the varied problems 
encountered in the transonic speed range - in which the airplane may be 
said to be passing through the speed of sound (which varies from 760 
miles per hour at standard sea=level temperatures to around 650 miles 
per hour at high altitudes where temperatures drop to 60° below zero). 
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It is in the transonic range that aircraft en~ounter inany diffi 
culties, including drastic increases in drag, buffeting of wing and tail 
surfaces, dangerous changes in control forces; In seeking solutions to 
these problems, Ames scientists are experimenting with many and varied 
types of wings and fuselages. Some of the wings, fot example, are thin 
and swept back sharply from the fuselage - as are tail surfaces. Others 
are triangular in form. 

While continuing to explore the transonic range, the NACA has also 
intensified scientific study of air-flow phenomena at high supersonic (or 
hypersonic) speeds. This speed range, in excess of five times the speed 
of sound, is of growing importance because of the need for more knowledge 
concerning conditions encountered by guided missiles. 

Much of the work now under way at Ames Laboratory may be described 
as a long-range search for further knowledge of the laws governing 
transonic and supersonic flight - knowledge which will be applied to the 
airplanes of the future. The knowledge gained through this research is 
promptly made available to the military services and the aircr~ft industry 
in the form of technical reports. 

The People of Ames Laboratory 

Currently, there are more than 1250 persons - .ai1 Civil Service 
eniployees - working at Ames Laboratory. At their head is Director 
Smith J. DeFrance, who directs the activities of six major units; the 
Full-Scale and Flight Research, High-Speed Research, Theoretical and 
Applied Research, Research Instrumentat ion and Engineering Services, 
Technical Service, and Administrative divisions. 

Many and varied professions and skills are required for aeronautical 
research, The Laboratory's staff includes research scientists, aero
nautical engineers, physicists, test pilots, electrical and electronics 
engineers, machinists, photographers, wood workers, airplane mechanics, 
draftsmen, instrument makers, sheet metal workers, tool makers, artists, 
electricians, and clerical workers. The monthly payroll amounts to $500,000. 

Tools of Research 

Experiments at Ames Laboratory are carried on both in wind tunnels 
and in actual flight. 

The 15 Ames wind tunnels are among the largest and fastest in the world. 
They include: 
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40- by 80-foot wind tunnel: (Note: Wind tunnels are measured by 
the size of the section in which the model is tested.) This is the 
world's largest, with a test section big enough to accommodate a full
scale airplane with a 70-foot wing span. The circuit of this tunnel is 
approximately half a.mile in extent. Electric .motors totaling 36,000 
horsepower drive six 40-foot propellers. Maximum speed of the air stream 
is about 250 miles per hour. 

6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel: One of the largest, most modern 
supersonic wind tunnels in existence. The maximum speed is twice the 
speed of sound (e~uivalent to 1500 mph). The giant compressor which 
achieves these aif'1Peeds is driven by two electric motors of 25,000 horse'. power each. · · 

16...foot wind tunnel: A large, high= speed wind tunnel particularly 
useful in studying flight problems with large models. Motors with a 
total of 27,000 horsepower permit airspeeds up to 680 miles per hour. 

12-foot pressure wind tunnel: In a tunnel of this type, the 
scientist has at his command a special device to study the effects of 
model scale, or size, on air-flow behavior, as separate from the effects 
of . a.peed. By varying the air density.I' while holding constant speeds, 
or the reverse, these effects can he isolated and defined. In the Am.es 
12-foot tunnel, full-scale flight con.Oitions can be more nearly simulated 
than in any other wind tunnel in existence. Two 18~ton fans provide 
speeds up to about 700 miles per hour. Horsepower totals 11,000. 
Pressures from one~sixth to s.ix times atmospheric can be achieved. 

1- by 3-foot supersonic wind tunnels: Ames Laboratory has two of 
these tunnels. One, with compressors driven by 10,)>000=horsepower motors, 
achieves speeds 2.2 times the speed of sound. The other, operated inter
mittently with air released from the adjoining 12=foot low.,turbulence 
pressure tunnel, registers as high as 3.4 times the speed of sound 
(equivalent to 2600 mph). IR these and other supersonic tunnels, it is 
possible to observe and photograph shock waves forming around models 
through the use of an optical device known as the schlieren apparatus. 

Supersonic free~flight wind tunnel: One of the latest research 
tools to be placed in operation at the Laboratory,)> this wind tunnel 
employs the technique of firing models from guns into air stream rushing 
in the opposite direction to the model's flight. Speeds eight times 
the speed of sound have already been achieved. 

10- by 14-inch supersonic wind tunnel: Another valuable piece of 
equipment for exploring air~flow problems in the hypersonic range. This 
wind tunnel is capable of supplying aerodynamic data over the wide range 
of 2.75 to 7 times the speed of sound, equivalent to about 2,000 to 5,000 
miles per hour at sea~level temperatures. 
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Currently under construction at the Laboratory is a new 8-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel which will be powered by electric drive motors 
totaling 180,000 horsepower. 

Wind tunnels provide a controllable air stream and the means to 
measure reactions of a model airplane, wing, or other component to that 
air stream; but research in actual flight is equally important. The 
test pilots of Ames Laboratory fly a number of different types of air
planes, including jet fighters. These are usually used as flying 
laboratories for basic research, the results of which will be applicable to 
many types of high-speed aircraft. 

Much of this research is concerned with stability and response to 
controls in flight. As the performance of aircraft increases, these 
problems become more and more serious, and the NACA program, which seeks 
methods for their alleviation, becomes more intensified. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory was named in honor of Dr. Joseph 
Sweetman Ames (1864-1943) who for more than 20 years served as chairman 
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics or NACA's Executive 
Committee. Doctor Ames was an eminent physicist and was president of 

; the Johns Hopkins University from 1929-1935. 

·~ 
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For Immediate Release - July 14, 1952 

NACA DISCLOSES DETAILS ABOUT Nfilf 


SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 

') 

ON WEST .COAST 

Moi'fett Field; California, July 14,. 1952 - ~ The greatest :power output eyer 

harnessed to a single shaft - four electric motors totaling 180;000 hp.. - will 

be required to operate the new supersonic wind tun:iel at the NACA's Ames Aeronautical 

Laboratory, it was announced today. Construction of the new tunnel, considerably 

faster and larger than the 6- by 6-foot superi;>onie wind tunnel now being used 

intensively at Am.es to develop new aerodynamic information for us.e in design of 

tomorrow's fighter airplanes and guided m:l.s.ailes, has been quietly under way for 

some time,. it was disclosed. 

Orders for four electric motors, each weighing more than 145 tons and 

rated at 45,000 hp, were placed with the General Electric Company of' S.ehenectady, 

~ ~ 	 No Y. If tbe need arises, these four motors, mounted in tandem. to a single 

tunnel -0.rive shaft, can be accelerated to. produce a peak one•hour output of 

216;000 b..p.. The motors are the largest of thei.r kind ever constructed. 

The new tunnel, which will require at l.east two years for complet:Lan, 

will haye a test section eight feet across; perm:i.tting study of plane ~nd missile 

mod.els under large-scale conditions. Speeds several times that of sound can be. 

reached in the test section .. 

In making the announcement, Dr .. Smith J~ DeFrance, director of the A,mes 

Laboratory, sa:i.d the drive system will be ,so arranged that it ean be -c:pnnected 

to either of two very large compressors, each .of which will be used independently 

to operate the tunnel,, The reason for the two compressors is that such an 

arrangement will permit its use over a broader speed range9 

1 
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Construction of the two axial=flow compressors, which look like a giant 

tube 50 feet long and 24 feet in ' diameter studded with small blades, is being 

carried vn by the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company of Virginia. 

The larger of these1 with11 stages, will weigh · about i,300 tons. The 

Newport News Company also is constructing two diversion valves for ·the tunnel. 

These are similar to huge plug valves, and they will be used .to divert the air ·· 

flow from one channel of the tunnel to another. 

·When the disk blanks of alloy steel for the larger of the two .compressors 

were forged by the Bethlehem Steel Company, for shipment to. Newport · News for final 

} 	 machining, .num.erous special problems arose~ The Bethlehem people started with a 

92-inch ingot, weighing more than 48 tonso 'Due to the diameter of the forging 

and to the limited distance between press columns, position of the forging under 

the 7,500-ton press required partial forging of the two disks at the same time to 

avoid unequal loading of the press . ~ 

As each of the disks was processed through rough machining, it was mounted 

on a low-bed trailer truck the disks are too unwieldy to be shipped by rail 0 

road freight car = and hauled under special police ~ard from Bethlehem to 

Philadelphia; for \,transshipment to Newport News by boat a ·After final finishing, 

. they then will be ' Shipped by water 1 .through the Panama Canal, to the Am.es 

Laboratory• 
.., 

·The Bethlehem Gompany1 . in discussing ·its part in this important project 

designed to help keep Am,erica ahead in the race for air supremacy, said the rotor 

disks were larger than the pole pieces that were forged at its plants for the 

Columbia University and University of Chicago cyclotrons. 

... 	 The Chicago Bridge and Iron Company is building the tunnel structure • 
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Mott•tt l'ield.1 Cal1tQrn1&1 J'u.lT 1~1 l.952 - A.i:rplalle o4 aiuile speeds 

so high tbat the metal structure, 11" it were bldl.t like 1952 equipment, 

wouu. be hated to tl&bbinesa, and t~ ·crew ad. equipent route«, &l'e · 

poesible in the :tuture1 scientists a.t the NAC.U s .Amite Ael"Onautic&l LabcXra

tOl!'T note4 t.oi&y at the BienD:Jal. :tnspection ~hg hel4 &t the te4eral. aero

nautical research est&bli.iment at Motf'ett- F.1el.4. Thie newest roaib1ock 

to man.' s progresa toward. ever .taster tl1ght ia cal.la aer~c heatingr 

It is alr~ a problem temaxin tng attention.. 

Bu.t Just aa the 1111.t1anv1J ~cll seiu.tiets rehsall to give up, 

tin ,-.Nap, when. the sq shoWed. .a:ndng •igua. ~a ·~oaic l>&?'riexr," 

~they reporte4 a vigwou attaek a Wa DW. "barrier" .an41A!re ~

tuent tbat •rs &n4 means of eonquering1 or ...-o:S«iug the pr~b1eni can be 
·" ~-: 

)(aJar centribv.tio:as to kn.owl.edge ~ the probla ~tze .expected. t:rcm 

the Bell X~, the at&iuleas s..teel re8&1'eh ail'plaae 4esi~ tO"l.n'Yestigate 

high su;personic speeds Where aer~c hatiDC will be experienced. ltACA 

tests. with the X-2 will provide an accurate check on the theories and. l&bo

:ra.tor;r wwk cl.One b,- the researchera11 

Aer~c he&i;;ing incre&lles With apeN.. a.ud. 1• Unct~ related to 

the thin ~ layer ot air SlDTGDfJng -~ airCJ"&tt structure.. At Mach 

n'Qllber 3 (2,090 a.p ..h. &t alt1~)1 tQr eDmpler this bovndarr layer air 

my ha.Ye & 6oo0 F• temperatu;i"eJ at Mach~ ' (3;300 ~..p . ..h.. at &ltitd.e) 

1~ -.rJ" r-.ch i,6oo° F.. Skin ttictim occui-rinS betweeu the p;laae au the 
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at Ma.ch n\ll!l.ber 3 and c&Q. eouj.ierablt .;refiJ4ce: 0per11.ting tanse~ 

Aered.ynamic hes.tin& ~uses prGbl~:e ~ g~k\let1•~, .tu.el su;ppq,, ani 

design, the NACA scientist»;;i repott... S•ata.iu-. high apeed f'lJ.gh.t at ··~ .. 
altitudes and te~e:ratu.res Will mean ~~l '.t4sses ~llt~ ~"8.Pe>?'4tic:m d 

boUing.. Special prc>vi~ions to p,r,v~nt tl'll1J, ho~tr1. ~i&e a~~ 

weight. 

High temperatures weaken a.lllmimun st;ruct'i.u'al p$.l'ts., thus reqµiring 

heavi~ cc>nstruction. Stainless .ateel ua tJ;i. ~e X-2 ~fJ its strength 

bet~ &t high te:mpe~tlU'es ..,.. is. Q:ne ~.·~ eQmbai;ing structural weaken

ing caused by aerOdynamie heating. Tita;rd\Dl is anothet' we.;a::L :whieh may be 

used. to lick the heating problem~ 

On. very short f1ights at vecy high sp~ects, heat ~td. aer~,.. 

c&l.ly may ttot :penetrate beyond the sltin of the iUssiJ,e..,. This Q.a wh,y the 

German v...2 mbsile il;i« not bu;t.-n up at the speed.a it r~ ne&r th~ gr~. 

Sustained flights a.t higb. speed, :now-ever, will need. .,Q:me ~1;.em t& 

remove heat generated. by the boUl'.lds.ty layer~ . Yf1.t very sh~t. :periods water 
.. 

coe1ing my- be practics.bl.e.. The heat ~.. be -.ll~ «> ~p~i~ water 

an4 the vap(U' then vent'4! ove;rb.oard~. Thi.a-w~. ~. ..i.t~$.;f't ~t at the 

1 	 t~er&t\l?'e of l;>oiling we.te:r. "The water supplJ Wb~t ·/$ ~~~, .te.ke up 

s~ a.ml. cut into hel and. ·payload. It waa p•tµ.t,ed. ~t t,-t ~oo.ltng ;1.S. 

nece·~ t<t p:r;<ot~ct th• pil'1t ad. alst.1 <~ ~tl"~ni~ ~~~~t tl1e au-• 

craft my eJ;rey ~ Tods.:r' s: new fighter a;i;,::''J:fJ.~s: .~ ~et,rigetatiGJ.t ffi1t 

• 
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this Pltq>e&e-1 a.:rul iluprQVed x-ef'rige;ration systems ms;y- pr--GVe t() be the 

answer to the a.erod:ynami.e hee.tin.g prob).e:m:,. 

Aerona.utieal scientists. he.ye l(JJ;Jg lthQ.Wn tb&t _the ~ la.yer air 

now: can be either lS:adua:r (smooth) or turl>'Ule:nt,- with. a. trs.'D.siti.on area 

between the two. Th~ 1-ina.r flow of' the 'b~ry layer prod.uces mu.ch 

les.$ Skin friet!Olt eJM1 &er~c heatU"g the.». tul-b~eut f'l.OV areas and 

resea.-rehers .ce l(O?'kbig oti. wa.ys to extend the areas of lwnv flow .a.t 

S1"PerSOD.ic speeds" 

Kore recen~, it has been dis~werei that cooling is -~ way of' 

iue:rea,sing the areas ot laJn:f:n&.J". flow a.ni the question. of .the amount of' 

cooli-p;g_n-eeied. to insur.e l.amioar tl..ow. is ~ ot the most ~t in 

this field. .Qf research.. 

. Experiments ~ skin fri-ction and hf;!e.t transf'er t"&tes b&.'V:e 'Deen 

carried by the NACA scientists through sp~ llJ? to Ma.ch number 3 

(2-1 000 m.~J>.h. at a.ltitud.e) f'Or both Jl!Jdn~ .a.n.4 turbul.e~t f';Lows; · The 

NACA' s lR>rk in this direction is eontfmdDg as ne:wer awl better re~h 

facilities b~eOllle avail.$bl.e1 1 t w.s repwtea.•. 

J~ 7, 19!>2 
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BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL READY 
FOR··TEST ON F.:.86 SABRE . 

M~f'ett Fie1cl, CaJ..ifornia; July 14_, 1952 -"" A pr~-1s1ng ·method of 

·bounda.:cy layer c~t;r:ol by suction through porous l.e&d!.ng e.dges of a.ircra.tt 

·.wi:Dgs ~ :tl.aps wu ~strated tod.ay to more the.a c~Q) Visitors at the 

Biennia.l I11S~ctio-n of the Ns.tiona.l Advisory CQDittee.to:r Aeronautics' 

Ames Aeronautical Lab~to;cy at <Moffett Fiel.d,, Ca.litonJJ.a. 

The type of pcnmdary la,er control Q.elllOnstr~ted a.t the Ames In

spection is a:tJn.ed at achieving suitably lov la~ and ta.ke-of,f sl,)eeds in 

aircraft whose tqp s}?eeds are transonic o;r supersonic., um~ng l.1:ft has 

become a much more sertous problem v!th the trend in. aircraft design. to 

higher speeds. DevelOJ>ments su.ch as higher gross weights I wings o! 

smaller area _and aspect ra.t.io, use of lllOd&ra.tel.y or sba:cyly swept back 

Wings ana unusual.plan forms a.11 help in reaching ever higher top speeds,r 

but at the cost of higher landing speeds.. This leads to serious problems 

oi' long runways~ 

The application shown in the .Alnes 4o x ao foot wind tunnel, the 

worl.d' s l.a.rgest,. uses the swept wings on a North American F-86 U. S. 

A:tr ,Force jet fighter with a research ;lnsta.lla.tion consisti!!8 of porous 

material applied to the front po-rtions or the :flaps and wing i)..~ading edg~s • 

.A. .Sl2.ction p'Wl'ip lsys.te• b\lilt into the test ~1 dra.vs air throl.lgh the 

],)01."0Us 1118.teria.J,.~ 

Landil'J,g si>e~d. de;p¢llds up~ the 8JUQ1,l,llt ot litt .s,. plane ' s wings 

can _prod.'1ce e.t ~ .ap.eeaa and research has show ·that bo~y l$.)"el' 
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Boundary Layer control. 
Page 2 

c@trol, is one mea.JlS o,f increasing .this ;u:rt. Various types of .1?o1iildary. 

layer control are being stud'.led. to overcome ·· this dift1cll,lty •. 

NAGA research has shovn that an important ta.ctc:)r in the ~ilnum. 

ii:f't of a particular wing or f'lap design is maintaining a smooth 'flow of air 

over the surfaces at high airplane anales of attack or .large flap deflection 

angles. Laboratory ~sts indicate that this smooth flow ·of air sol{ietimes 

breaks down becaus'e of a slow moving sheet of air next to the wing sur-. 

face known as the boundary layer. Scientists nave rouna·that if' this slow 

moving air can be controlled: or removed1 smoother:flow and hence more 

lii't can be optained. 

The A'JD.es Laboratory demonstration showed that with ·boundary 

la.ye:r control,- the test model could achieve greater landing lif't by opera

ting at a higher airplane angle of attack and a. greater flap deflection 

a,ngle than would be possible without boundary layer control. .Ames 

scientists discl.oSed that porous area bounda;ry 1.ay-er cont:rol has bee.n 

developed in the laboratory to such a degree that it now can be carried 

to fiight testing using the F-86 as a flying laboratory- equipped with the 

s~ecial wings to determine whether in actual use such a device is practical. 

Other methods o.f boundary layer control to 9bta.iti. high lift con,

sist of removing the boundary layer through suction slots or porous sur

faces or speeding it up by ejecting high speed a.tr throUgh slots along the 

wing and flap. Research on the suction slot on a 45° swept-back wing is 
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.Bound.a.:tY Layer Control 
p~ J 

goinft on at the lf.ACA' s 14ngley Aeronautical,. Laboratory at ··'Helllpton, 
\ 

Virginia • . ,AJees has exa:m.ined in ~il the e.t:f'ectiveness of po;rous areas 

suction al.ong the lea.ding edge O:f' ?--63° SWel>t Wing S.S -well as the iµsta,Ua.• 

.ticm. shown at the Laboratory's Biennial Inspection.. 

More research is needed to find which kind of bol11J.C1e,ry la.ye;r··con

trol. is best tor ~}>articular v:t:rig design. And the scientists caut1..omd 

that bo'1?ldary layer control will nG>t necessarily be -used in fdl :fu..ture air

craft designs s1Jl.ce in· some, cases the addlfd l.anding lift ~decl sight be 

supplied by usipg ot~ devices such as flaps.. Boundary ,layer control. 

ot' the type shown at Ames Laboratory W'ill find its ~st uses ..in tr~sonic 

s.nd supersonic ai,rcra.ft. 

VJ.sitors to the laboratory also saw a. section o:f the shops 'Where 

the porous leading edg~s used in the tests were made. 'llle material. used 

is a. very thin ;porous 111etal sheet. To hold it -in place, thin ribs cut from. 

brass sheet were silver soldered to the longitudina.l spars of the test 

Wing, ma.king a rigid .frame over -which the porous sheet was stretched. 

It was not pre-formed,, but was clamped in place along one side, then. 

stretched to a smooth :f'it as it was being spot vel~d to. the ribs. . To 

obtain the right am:oµnt of air f'low; porous .felt. wa.$ fastened to the ill-

side surface ~ the leading eO.Ses ~ This f"el.t "W9.$ shaped ~r pressure 

in a metal mold and steam treated to fix the desired contour. 

* * * 

..,.. 




